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Our Approach to Design and
Our Designers

While bringing our designs to life, we focus on a number of 
things: life itself, changing conditions, habits, the new working 
order and the dreams of working individuals.

We do not compromise on minimalism and simplicity, nor do 
we refrain from using the energy of color in our designs.

Through the concise use of simple materials in our “good for 
the body and soul” designs, we ensure that our products are 
simple, comfortable, ergonomic and sustainable.

We bring to life designs which, when used, make you feel 
healthy and energetic, while also providing privacy when 
required and easy socializing when not.

With our designs, spaces are able to breathe, thereby 
contributing to users feeling calm and balanced.

So, are you ready for a new experience with Zivella?
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Alp Nuhoğlu Adnan Serbest

Işık Görgün Oral & E. Akın Oral
Klan Studio

Burak Koçak

Setsu & Shinobu 
ITO

Oğuzhan Abdik

Emin Ercan



Armchairs & Sofas

That pleasurable feeling of relaxing in an armchair or sofa in 
the work place is priceless…. 
We combine surprising design with simplicity to ensure that 
the designs of our armchairs and sofas are ergonomic and 
comfortable as well as appropriate to the space they are in.
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Mila
Armchair & Sofa
Adnan Serbest

Mila armchairs and sofas with modern, minimalist lines, 
were designed with functionality and simplicity as the other 
products of the series. Mila armchair and sofa offer a relaxed 
and modest look with plain lines in detail.
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Neo
Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

Neo’s minimal geometric structure and strong lines will 
transform modern executive offices and waiting areas.
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Kuz / Kuz-S
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

Suitable for both the home and office, guests will enjoy the comfort 
of the Kuz Collection.  The wood elements of the unit are available
in either an oak or walnut finish.
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Ada
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

With its renewed form and options, Ada brings the free spirit of the 
60s to the present in both office and common areas. 
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Koza
Sofa
Z Design Team

All eyes will be on this simple yet forceful design that will most 
certainly be the star of your space. The Koza’s vibrant colours, 
simplicity and comfort will add an innovative and modern look to 
any area.

Poz
Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

The Poz boasts a natural wood covered back that gives it a warm 
and friendly look as well as an eye-catching visual texture. Available 
in both leather and fabric.
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Park
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

The flexible production options of the aesthetically pleasing Park 
sofas and armchairs will indulge the need for comfort in the office.
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Yaka
Armchair & Sofa
Z Design Team

The timeless Yaka model stands out with its refined design and
conforms to its surroundings. It is available in various combinations
and is sure to become the most comfortable corner of the office or
waiting area.

Ren
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

The harmony of metal and leather in the visually rich Ren will refine 
comfort in any executive office.
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Salt
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

With its modern lines and slim structure, Salt is ideal 
for small waiting areas and workspaces. It is available 
as single, double or triple seating units.
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Combo
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

Combo radiates energy in all areas of the office, from waiting areas 
to executive rooms with its corner-free structure, minimal and stylish 
design and rich colour options.

Sahara
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

The Sahara offers a comfortable seating with its plain lines and is easy 
to install due to its dismantled, removable metal frame. Its durable 
frame, striking design and colours will bring positivity to any space and 
add comfort to waiting areas.
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Manta
Armchair
Setsu-Shinobu Ito

Manta’s exclusive design is warm and inviting. Conceived and 
designed by world famous designers Setsu & Shinobu Ito, Manta 
represents openness in communication with its comfortable and
simple form. Available in wooden and metal leg options.
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Rounded
Armchair
Emin Ercan

Rounded is designed to provide a comfortable seating experience with 
its organic, circular form. The movement of the design begins from the 
bottom with the foot area detail.  It attracts attention with the simplicity and 
effectiveness of its iconic form and offers a comfortable user experience.
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Totem
Armchair
Alp Nuhoğlu

This iconic piece adds a certain boldness to any area. The Totem’s refined design
consists of two parts, the body and seating and is ideal for all spaces from homes to
offices, waiting areas to social areas.
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Lia-P
Armchair
Z Design Team

Lia-P family, offers aesthetic solutions for various spaces including 
offices, waiting areas, cafes and restaurants. Available in various wooden 
and metal leg alternatives, it draws attention with its inviting design and 
vivacious colours.
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Veni-S
Armchair
Z Design Team

Even at first glance, Veni-S stands out with its comfortable presence.
Its soft and inviting look makes it vital lounging furniture in any office 
or common space.

Vera-S
Armchair
Z Design Team

Minimal lines, comfortable seating natural wooden legs and rich colour 
options add an aesthetic and warm look to the home or office with Vera-S.
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Leron
Armchair & Sofa
Z Design Team

A crowd favourite, add an aesthetic touch to every space 
without sacrificing comfort with Leron.

Hazal
Armchair & Sofa
Z Design Team

Designed for simplicity and comfort. Hazal is as
eye-catching as it is comfortable.
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Sar
Armchair
Z Design Team

With deep seating that hugs you on all sides, Sar is supremely 
comfortable and inviting. Create warm and friendly waiting
areas in various spaces. Different leg alternatives make it highly 
compatible for different purposes.

Mod
Armchair
Alp Nuhoğlu

Mod is designed to lift the mood in next generation offices. 
A stand-out with its cubic form and energetic design, the Mod is 
available in wooden or metal leg alternatives and dozens of colour 
options.
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May
Armchair
Z Design Team

With its energetic and dynamic design, May was designed with the character of 
today’s workspaces in mind. Its comfortable body and arm support make it ideal 
for extended use. May also stands out in otherwise ordinary office environments 
with its vibrant fabric alternatives.

Nord / Nord Vera
Armchair
Alp Nuhoğlu

An example of flawless design, Nord dazzles with its craftsmanship. The 
wood detail covering the back adds a rich visual dimension.
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Best
Armchair
Z Design Team

The Best, available with metal or wooden legs and colorful upholstery options, 
has a modern feel and adapts perfectly to every space with its ideal size.
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Lobby Units, Poufs & Chairs

Color therapy has become an indispensable part of 
design. Our lobby units and poufs, which stand out with 
their numerous color options and ease of use, provide the 
comfort of a desk chair. Our vibrantly colored chairs have 
been designed to bring energy to spaces.
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Phase
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

Phase, a group of modular units with or without side 
tables meets the needs of waiting areas and facilitates 
communication in common areas.
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Tone
Lobby Unit
Z Design Team

Tone sofa radiates warmth and is designed to create a comfortable 
corner in offices or waiting areas. Especially complimentary to warmly 
coloured spaces, Tone is also functional with its separate ottoman and 
coffee table.

Tone-S
Lobby Unit
Z Design Team

Its modular design offers suitable solutions for waiting area and rest 
needs, also facilitates communication in communal areas.

Mola
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

Create different seating combinations with Mola; use the
numerous modules and strong structure to build it like
a Lego and transform your space.
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Bari Bench
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

With its next-generation modular design, Bari Bench 
adds movement and energy to any space. Every detail is 
designed to meet the demands of the communication 
age. A tiny charging unit is a major feature of the design, 
promoting communication.
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Level
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

The rich colours of Level add a sporty look to its 
surroundings while its puzzle-like design introduces
a lively energy.
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Zen
Lobby Unit 
Burak Koçak

Use any or all of four different sized modules to add an air of gentle 
tranquilly with the Zen Collection. The rounded lines and simple 
design are perfect for creating comfortable corners in offices or 
waiting areas.
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Unit Bench
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

Available with long or short backrests and single or double production forms, 
Unit Bench provides privacy as well as convenient amenities in the form of 
built-in coffee tables and electrical supply units placed along the bench for 
maximum comfort.
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Aston
Armchair & Sofa
Alp Nuhoğlu

The Aston collection is a single and multi-model seating system designed 
for public areas such as hotels, lobbies and offices. Available in various 
textile combinations, this seating group contrasts harmoniously with its 
surroundings.

Part Bench
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

Part Bench creates space within a space with its fabric covered 
separators that minimize noise from the surrounding area. It not 
only stands out with its innovative design, but also offers a partly 
secluded area suitable for small meetings that require focus in 
waiting areas or office floors.
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Pay
Armchair
Alp Nuhoğlu

Pay is a functional piece that allows an effective design 
of waiting and resting areas. The single and double 
dimensions available offer numerous solutions
for common areas.

Ada
Chair
Alp Nuhoğlu

With its quilted back detail, elegant wooden legs and 
minimal style, Ada chair brings the free spirit of the 60s to 
the present. It is designed for common areas, executive 
rooms and private residences.
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Lisa
Armchair
Z Design Team

Delightful with its slim, modern lines and elegant wooden legs, the Lisa 
emphasizes the elegance of executive offices and waiting areas.

Tur
Armchair
Z Design Team

An elegant chair with armrests, back and side support, 
comfortable seating and various leg alternatives. Also ideal for 
cramped waiting areas.

Best
Lobby Unit
Alp Nuhoğlu

Best waiting area unit is a comfortable, simple and 
convenient design especially suited to offices, hospitals, 
schools and terminals.

Beam Bank
Lobby Unit
Oğuzhan Abdik

A sculptural bench that stands out with its simple, solid wood 
form. Beam Bank contributes a certain warmth to any space and 
embodies sincerity in communications. Available in various varnish 
and leather colour alternatives.
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Heir
Chair
Z Design Team

Heir embodies a vivacious spirit due to its cheerful colours 
without sacrificing comfort and is ideal for all areas from 
homes to common areas.

Ika
Chair
Z Design Team

It is the symbol of a rising trend in the design world. The high-
seated, barstool-like Ika is perfect for quick meetings or a 
private conversation.
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Roy
Chair
Z Design Team

With its specially shaped seat, backrest and thin metal legs, Roy 
is as durable as it is elegant. Suitable for cramped areas such as 
cafeterias of lobbies.
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Toy
Pouf
Alp Nuhoğlu

Toy adds a playfulness to any environment with its 
modern and unique design. Lighten the mood in your 
busy work area with this aesthetic yet simple and 
smiling piece.

Stol
Pouf
Z Design Team

Stol will be the next new piece to attract attention with its 
symmetrical, durable structure and rich colour options.

Bari
Pouf
Alp Nuhoğlu

Bari Pouf offers a practical and colorful solution to 
seating requirements and provides the option for easy 
mobility with its carrying strap.
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Executive Desks

Time spent at the office greatly exceeds time spent at 
home… An executive requires all the comforts of home at 
his desk. We have highlighted health, comfort, ergonomics 
and minimalism in our executive desks.
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Venn
Executive Desk
Adnan Serbest

Venn series combines art and craft with an emphasis on simplicity in 
its design. Don’t let its understated and minimal appearance fool you… 
Venn desk covers all bases with its clean details.
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Mass
Executive Desk
Adnan Serbest

Mass was designed to harmonize natural themes with contemporary trends. It 
will add serenity and strength to your workspace with its minimal but imposing 
appearance. Mass is available in various material alternatives and customizable 
combinations that will adapt to the character of its user and the space.
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Mila
Executive Desk
Adnan Serbest

Spaces that breathe, are calm and feel good...

While the Mila series exhibits a universal attitude with a form and design that 
showcases strong color combinations, it adds simplicity and tranquility to 
the environment with its minimal design.

Designed with sustainability and minimalism in mind, Mila’s single design 
philosophy fulfills all user requirements with flexibility in configuring and 
applying unique work area designs suitable for users of common work 
spaces, meeting rooms or executive offices.

Mila is easily dismantled and packaged, and production of parts is practical 
and simple, which allows for savings in time, energy and materials.
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Norm
Executive Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

As a timeless product independent from developing 
fashions and trends, Norm appeals to executives from all 
ages and easily adapts to the other decorative elements 
used in spaces.
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Plan
Executive Desk

Plan’s functional form is ideal for an environment where an executive spends 
more time than at home, holds long hours of meetings and troubleshoots.
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Forma
Executive Desk

With its melamine and metal coating options, Forma provides the desired 
status for the space in which it will be placed. Forma is designed as a 
multi-functional furniture system: an eye-catching executive desk that 
can also be adapted for use at lower executive levels. 
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Rio
Executive Desk

Available in melamine or leather, Rio elicits an affluent air in the 
space in which it is used. Power and data cables are concealed 
through the fixed storage element, leaving the desk top clear.

The Rio set is comprised of fixed drawers, a matching cabinet and 
a fixed modesty panel.
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Mio
Executive Desk
Klan Studio

The serene and spacious Mio is understated yet 
extremely functional and will fit in perfectly with its 
minimalist details.
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Office Desks

Dynamic, high-energy, engaging and simple workspaces 
increase motivation and productivity. Zivella’s desks add a 
natural and fresh air to the workplace. They are designed for 
well-being and so facilitate healthy working environments.
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Mila
Office Desk
Adnan Serbest

With its understated details, Mila stands out as a product group that 
manifests conceptual minimalism and embodies simplicity for its 
users.

Due to the unity of design and connectedness of individual pieces, 
common work areas can be constructed with many size alternatives 
to offer comfortable spaces where employees will feel good. 
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Mila
Home Office Desk
Adnan Serbest

Allow the same comfort to continue at home. Mila meets 
storage needs with its accessories, including cabinets 
and drawers, while also providing a breathable, feel-
good, spacious look indoors.
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Mio
Office Desk
Klan Studio

Mio Desks, designed using the harmony of metal and wood, 
have functional storage options and a simplistic but relaxing 
table top that will facilitate the ability to focus.
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Mio
Home Office Desk
Klan Studio

The minimal Mio series has adapted its simple and elegant line for 
home work or study environments.
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Lenta
Office Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Soft forms, natural materials and colours were combined to create a user-
friendly working environment. Lenta product group perfectly meets the varied 
needs of work places and manages to highlight the space with its original, 
eye-catching design.
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Link
Office Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Link office systems are able to quickly adapt to the mobility and 
changing conditions of work environments due to their multi-functional 
modular structure and power and data transmission capabilities.
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Cargo
Office Desk
Z Design Team

The functional and modular Cargo desk, ideal for long work days, can 
be used as a standalone desk or as part of double or multiple units. 
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Meeting Desks

Focus, productivity and sharing are the essential design 
points of a meeting desk. Our simple and ergonomically 
designed meeting desks are durable and add a natural and 
fresh air to any meeting room.
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Mila
Meeting Desk
Adnan Serbest

With its versatile product range, Mila is set to become 
the new favorite piece for comfortable and collaborative 
meeting rooms…
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Venn
Meeting Desk
Adnan Serbest

Designed with the aesthetic harmony of metal and wood, the Venn 
Meeting Desk brings simplicity and motion to the space through the 
stimulating design of its legs.
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Mass
Meeting Desk
Adnan Serbest

The bold and brazen Mass Meeting Desk has a minimalistic 
design and will add color and texture diversity to the room. With 
a choice of 3 different models, you will be sure to find one that 
will fit your requirements. 
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Sunny
Meeting Desk
Z Design Team

Available in a round or curved rectangular form, Sunny 
will add an aesthetic touch to conference and meeting 
rooms with its wooden veneer and warm colour options.



Norm
Meeting Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Part of the Norm Executive Series, this meeting desk has 
metal legs and a matching metal frame around table top. 
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Link
Meeting Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Link product line has a plain but functional design that 
encourages communication and productivity. The desk 
top houses concealed power and data connection units 
for cable-free presentations and meetings.



Jet
Meeting Desk
Z Design Team

Simplicity meets functionality with the Jet Meeting Desk. 
The metal frame adds a sleek touch to the design and the 
table top is available in a number options ranging from 
melamine to natural coating.
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Cargo
Meeting Desk
Z Design Team

Like other members of the family, the Cargo Meeting 
Desk is simple and easy to use.



Loft
Meeting Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Loft will bring dynamism to the work area with its simple and durable
design. New solutions for nextgeneration work environments are imperative
and the Loft, with its height-adjustable metal legs, separators and various
colour options will give you the flexibility to adapt easily.
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Lenta
Meeting Desk
Alp Nuhoğlu

Bring the warmth of wood to the environment with 
the Lenta product family. Add a natural touch to the 
work area with this fresh and durable table.
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Fold
Meeting Desk
Z Design Team

The Fold product line, specially designed for meetings, training and seminars, can be 
used in different combinations according to the available space, number of people and 
purpose. Stackable for efficient use of space, the Fold has a dynamic structure with 
lockable wheels and is easy to transport.

Fold seminar desks are easy to be placed in various seating arrangements; according to 
the number of people, purpose of use as well as the space its located.



Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Sitting for long periods of time can adversely affect spinal 
health. Our office chairs have been specially designed 
to prevent back and neck pain. With an ergonomic and 
adjustable design that works in perfect harmony with the 
human body, our chairs satisfy the demand for comfort 
and health while working.
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Delta-K
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Delta-K chair stands out with its minimal but 
distinguished design. This elegant comfort comes with 
leather or fabric upholstery alternatives.
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Delta
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

With exceedingly comfortable seating and a specially 
designed body, Delta is available as a desk or reception 
area chair. The striking arm detail of Delta chair is 
available in leather or fabric upholstery and wood. 
Data’s mechanism enhances its ergonomic form and is 
comfortable for long working hours.
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Carot
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

The robust and impeccable Carot chair is designed to
alleviate the stress and fatigue of everyday work life.
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Eta
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

The Eta family is ideal for companies who desire uniform 
design and comfort across the office. Its mechanism 
and height-adjustable arm structure make it suitable for 
all spaces: operational areas, executive offices, meeting 
rooms and reception areas.



Mira
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Designed exclusively for intense daily use, the robust 
Mira was created to provide a comprehensive solution for 
offices and work areas.
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Fera
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Available in a plethora of colours for the seat and back, 
the attractive Fera easily adapts to any work environment.
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Flip
Office Chair

Flip appeals to your personal taste with different color and upholstery 
options. It offers stylish comfort in homes and offices with its flexible and 
ergonomic back, comfortable seating and distinct arm structure.
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Tunn
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

New but very familiar… The design roots of the graceful Tunn 
office chair are based firmly on a strong visual tradition that has
been adapted to the present day.
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Steel
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs

Clean and modern lines define the strong, minimal design. The Steel is 
available with a high or shorter backrest and is a stately addition to your office. 



Mody
Executive Chairs & Office Chairs
Z Design Team

A minimal yet comfortable design. The Mody family of 
products will change the atmosphere of your office or 
waiting area with its inviting and friendly style.
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Lia-P
Office Chair
Z Design Team

Lia-P family, offers aesthetic solutions for various spaces including offices, 
waiting areas, cafes and restaurants. Available in various wooden and metal leg 
alternatives, it draws attention with its inviting design and vivacious colours.

Best
Office Chair
Z Design Team

A combination of the best features for various purposes…An arm rest is also 
optional on this functional office chair.  
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Coffee Tables & Accessories

Contemporary and attractive coffee tables and accessories 
make office life easier and more stylish. Zivella’s coffee 
tables and accessories add an aesthetic touch to the space 
they are in with their colorful designs and functionality, be it 
an office or a waiting area.
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Tav
Coffee Table

The sharp but curved leg design of the Tav sets off the plain table top and 
is another elegant yet minimal design from Zivella. Available in various 
dimensions, thus suitable for both offices and waiting areas alike.

Gito / Gito S
Coffee Table

The Gito product group is attractive, can be used in 
both offices and social areas and also offers numerous 
options for your various needs.
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Kula
Coffee Table

Kula’s highly stylish yet minimalistic design is set off with its wood 
veneer and curves. The versatile table is available in various 
dimensions and its timeless design will complement any seating group.

Sal
Coffee Table

Designed to add elegance to spaces, Sal is a delicate, 
airy table with strong lines. Its slender metal legs perfectly 
complement the wood table top.

Tin
Coffee Table

Tin will turn heads with its elegant and dynamic lines. Elements such as the 
melamine table top and graceful metal legs give it a modern look and add 
soul to the space.
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Sole
Coffee Table

Available in four different shapes and sizes, metal legs and numerous 
colours, the energetic and durable Sole is sure to brighten up your office.
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Mila
Coffee Table

Mila follows the same design approach for a stylish and 
functional office decoration in every detail, including the 
complementary products.

Mila coffee tables will be hosting your guests in the most 
elegant way in executive rooms and waiting areas.

Mio
Coffee Table

Prioritizing simplicity in its design, Mio offers functionality 
and practicality. 

Lito
Hanger
Burak Koçak

A decorative and functional design, Lito is a colourful addition to 
next-generation offices. Made with solid wood and available in 
different colour combinations.
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Storage Units

Zivella’s storage products, developed using minimal and 
essential materials, allow users space to breath. Our 
products are multi-functional, suitable for co-working 
spaces, home offices and meeting or executive rooms.
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Mio
Storage

The Mio product group is designed to be completely 
demountable; all parts can be disassembled, packaged and 
stored. The Mio line is a simple, functional and durable option for 
storage in offices and is available in various sizes and models.  
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Mila
Bookcase & Shelving System
Adnan Serbest

Mila Bookcase and Shelf Systems offer eye-catching 
simplicity in homes and offices and can be produced in 
different sizes and color combinations. 
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Turn
Caisson

Functional, practical and durable, Turn drawer units are 
available in melamine and various colours.

Roll
Caisson

Available in various materials and sizes, an option of open 
shelves and covered compartments lend flexibility to the piece.

Stor
Storage

All Zivella Storage Systems are both stylish and functional. They can 
be used across various areas in the office: on the operations floor, 
in management offices and in common rooms and meet the many 
needs of all types of user. The cabinets can serve as both storage 
units and divider panels due to their structural features.
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